Abstract: Correcting measured detector-level distributions to particle-level is essential to make data usable outside the experimental collaborations. The term unfolding is used to describe this procedure. A new method of unfolding data using a modified Generative Adversarial Network (MSGAN) is presented here. Applied to various distributions with widely different shapes, it performs roughly at par with currently used methods. This is a proofof-principle demonstration of a state-of-the-art machine learning method that can be used to model detector effects well.
Introduction
Measurements are an important part of any collider physics programme, even though the main focus is on discovering new physics. Measurements not only help to validate Standard Model (SM) predictions at a new energy regime, but also help to improve the Monte Carlo (MC) event generators to model SM processes acting as backgrounds to searches.
Measurements are usually performed in a well-defined fiducial phase space, and corrected for detector effects, in order to make the results independent of the details of the particular experiment. Unfolding is the generic term used to describe this detector-level to particlelevel correction for distributions. In general, this can account for limited acceptance, finite resolution, and inefficiencies of the detector, as well as bin migrations in the distribution between measured and corrected. Mathematically this is an ill-posed problem [1] , as an unique answer can not be assumed, and small changes in the measured distribution can often cause large changes in the corrected distribution. Simulated samples from MC event generators are used to perform the unfolding. Distributions obtained from the generated events correspond to particle-level (will be referred to as gen). Then the events are passed through a detector simulation programme, mimicking the behaviour of the intended detector as closely as possible, and the same distributions obtained using these events correspond to detector-level (will be referred to as reco).
Different methods have been used for unfolding. The simplest method is bin-by-bin unfolding, where the ratio of unfolding factor = (value-particle-level/value-detector-level) is obtained for each bin in the distribution from MC, and then the value-data in that particular bin is multiplied by the unfolding factor for that bin to obtain the corrected data value in that bin. This simple method does not account for bin migrations, and for a steeply falling distribution, that is a significant shortcoming. In order to address this, two other methods, Bayesian Iterative Unfolding [2] and Singular Value Decomposition [3] are often used.
• Bayesian iteratve unfolding: this method produces a matrix relating the number of events in each bin of the measured data distribution n R data j with the number in each bin of the corrected distribution n C data
is the unfolding matrix, calculated using Bayes' theorem as shown in Eq. (1.2),
is derived from MC, indicating the probability of an event from bin i of the MC truth distribution being found in bin j of the MC reconstructed distribution. These are called smearing matrices (alternatively response or migration matrices). The MC generator level distribution is used to give the initial Bayesian prior probability P T MC i .
To avoid dependence of the correction on the choice of prior the process is iterated, with the corrected data distribution produced in each iteration used as the prior for the next. Three/four iterations are performed as this gives smallest uncertainties: statistical uncertainties accumulate with more iterations, but using only one iteration would not account for prior-dependence.
• Singular value decomposition: this method is based on matrix inversion, but uses a regularisation technique based on Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) technique in order to suppress statistical fluctuations.
In this paper, we introduce a semi-supervised, adversarial unfolding procedure based on Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [4] . While machine learning methods have been used for unfolding [5, 6] , here for the first time we demonstrate the applicability of using generative adversarial techniques to unfold distributions for realistic experimental observables. To the best of our knowledge, this is also the first use of non-image based GANs for high energy physics applications.
In section 2, we review the standard statistical tools for unfolding, and our datasets. In section 3, we briefly review the standard GAN framework, and then describe our proposed MSGAN (Mean Squared Error GAN) framework for unfolding. We present our results for unfolding with the MSGAN in section 4, and compare its performance to standard methods. We conclude in section 5 and discuss other potential applications for the MSGAN framework.
Method
In order to demonstrate the success of the method, five distributions with distinct shapes were chosen, and they were constructed such that gen and reco distributions have significant differences. For the first four jet substructure observables, boosted tt events decaying hadronically were generated using Pythia v8.23 [7, 8] . Monash [9] tune was used to generate training samples, and a new tune based on thermodynamical string fragmentation [10] was used to generate the testing sample. The details of individual tunes are irrelevant, the aim was to get two sufficiently different distributions. To get a significant shift between the gen and reco distributions, the Rivet v2.5.4 [11] smearing machinery was employed. The same smearing was used for both training and testing samples. The observables were constructed using the (constituents of) leading anti-k t [12] jet with a radius parameter of R = 1.0, with a p T > 200 GeV and |η| < 2.0, mimicking standard experimental event selection. The observables chosen were mass divided by transverse momentum (i.e., normalised mass), one of the energy correlation functions [13] (ECF2), the Les Houches angularity [14] (LHA), and the momentum sharing fraction [15] (z g ). The z g has a steeply falling spectrum, while ECF2 has a more gradual falling spectrum, along with a spread out Gaussian peak. Normalised mass has a steep Guassian peak, while the LHA is a more spread out Gaussian. Finally, missing energy (MET) distribution constructed using the MadGraph v2.60 [16] with Pythia v8.23, and only Pythia v8.23 both smeared with Delphes v3.4.1 [17] (ATLAS parametrisation, with average pileup of 50) from Z → νν process is also looked at, as MET typically has the most dramatic difference between detector and particle level. However, the point of this exercise is not to produce the exact experimental distribution, rather to show the method works for different classes of distributions encountered in general.
GANs and Adversarial Unfolding
GANs have recently been explored in the context of high energy physics with the motivation to complement current methods, specifically in the area of fast detector simulations [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . In this section we will briefly explore the standard GAN formulation and training procedure, and then compare that to the MSGAN proposed here for the purpose of unfolding.
A standard GAN framework poses the problem of learning a data distribution as a twoplayer minimax game between a discriminator D(x; θ D ) and a generator G(z; θ G ) that seek to minimize their individual cost. Here, θ G and θ D are the multilayer perceptron (MLP) parameters. The goal of this approach is to make the GAN tend towards the Nash equilibrium for the game by training the generator to produce samples similar to the data distribution, such that the discriminator is eventually maximally confused between true and generated samples.
The generator takes an input of an m-dimensional vector of random values z, drawn from a latent distribution p z (z) ∈ R m . Typically, z is drawn from a random normal or uniform distribution. If n is the dimensionality of the sample space, then the objective of the generator is to learn a mapping G : R m → R n from the latent to sample space. The discriminator takes inputs from either the sample space, x ∼ p data , or the space of synthetic samples of the generator, x ∼ p f ake . Thus, the discriminator in this setup learns the mapping D : R n → (0, 1), whereby it predicts whether the input it receives was synthesised by the generator (0) or if it was from the true sample space (1). The system attains convergence by updating parameters for the standard GAN value function,
whereby, ideally, the generator probability distribution will eventually match that of the data.
The discriminator parameters θ D are updated by ascending its stochastic gradient on minibatches of data and generated samples. This is essentially a binary classification problem, where the discriminator is made to update its weights in each training iteration to tell apart true and fake (generated) samples via a binary cross entropy (BCE) objective. This is carried out through a weight update on fake samples from the generator x ∼ G(z; θ G ),
where L BCE (x, x) = −xlog(x) − (1 − x)log(1 −x), followed by a second update on true samples from x ∼ p data ,
Then, the generator parameters θ G are updated by descending its stochastic gradient on mini-batches of noise samples from the prior p z (z),
This is a forward pass through the whole GAN framework, where the generator output on latent samples z, with the BCE target set to 1, is passed through the discriminator. The discriminator weights are usually frozen at this stage, and the gradient of the BCE loss is then back-propagated through the generator network to train it to produce fake samples that better approximate the true samples.
There are several difficulties associated with the implementation of this formulation, and we refer the reader to [23] for a detailed review of both the difficulties with training GANs and possible methods to mitigate them. With a view to bypass some of the issues related with attaining the Nash Equilibrium for the problem of unfolding variables with different shapes of distribution, we propose the MSGAN framework.
MSGAN
The first major difference between the standard GAN and MSGAN is the introduction of some supervision into the training of the generator. Between the BCE updates to the discriminator and the generator, we introduce a supervised regression step that specifically trains the generator to minimize the mean squared error (MSE) loss of the generated samples to data, 1
This explicit supervised step promotes the generator's ability and complements the subsequent unsupervised update to the generator with BCE loss. Once the generator is trained it learns a transformation that encodes the detector effects that shift the reco and gen data. This approach with an MSE step is similar to an application to the problem of image deconvolution presented in Ref. [24] , and in Ref. [20] where the minimization of mean absolute error (MAE) of requested and reconstructed energies is combined with the adversarial loss of the generator.
The second difference lies in the utilization of a novel latent space. Usually, the latent space z ∼ p z (z) is a random noise vector. Here, instead, the latent features are distributed according to the reco values, z ∼ p reco for the chosen observables to be unfolded. The generator G then learns the mapping from the reco latent space to gen samples, x ∼ p gen , through this semi-supervised, adversarial setup.
For unfolding, we note that this approach helps to steadily guide the model towards a convergence on the data distribution. Attempts with just the standard BCE update on the generator, while utilizing the latent vector z ∼ p reco , were promising but much more prone to fluctuations in the loss that led to divergences in the training.
Architecture and training details
We conduct our tests, the results for which are presented in section 4, with the same fully connected network architecture. We note that better performance can be obtained by individualizing the choice of network architecture for each variable, however that is not the main objective of this study. Instead we seek to show that one can conceivably use a simple, fullyconnected network to unfold several different shapes of distributions adequately.
Both the generator and discriminator networks receive a single input column. The generator is a relatively simple network with only one hidden layer. It consisted of fully-connected layers with 1000 → 250 → 1 nodes, with the input and hidden layers using the leaky rectified linear unit (LeakyReLU) activation [25] , while a linear activation is used for the final layer. The generator is compiled with the MSE loss function, using Adam [26] optimization with a learning rate of 10 −4 .
The discriminator network starts with three fully-connected layers with LeakyReLU activations, 1000 → 500 → 250 nodes, followed by a mini-batch discrimination (MBD) [27] layer with 5 one-dimensional kernels, using the recipe of [20] . The batch features are appended to the last fully connected layer's output, and passed through a tanh activation to the output node which then uses a sigmoid activation to map samples to the space [0, 1]. The discriminator is compiled with BCE loss, using Adam optimization with a higher learning rate (10 −3 ) than the generator. These two networks are then stacked to build the MSGAN framework.
Networks were trained to unfold individual variables. The training procedure we utilize includes one-sided label smoothing [27] and separate updates for the discriminator on true and fake samples, followed by the supervised regression step and the adversarial update to the generator. We use a batch size of 5000 and the MSGAN requires between ∼ 1000−5000 epochs to produce acceptable results for closure on a validation sub-sample (5%) of the training data, for each chosen variable. A (binning dependent) stopping criterion was used wherein acceptable lower and upper bounds were set on the ratio of fake and true gen samples, for a given set of reco samples z, in bins around the peak of the data distributions. The network's performance was further assessed on the separate test dataset generated with a different tuning.
All deep learning implementations used Keras 2.1.1 libraries [28] . Training and inference for the networks were carried out on an Nvidia GeForce GTX 1060 (Laptop) graphics processing unit. The Bayesian and SVD unfolding is performed using the RooUnfold package [29] .
Results
The performance of MSGAN unfolding for the four selected JSS observables and MET is compared with the Bayesian and SVD results, in Figs. 1 -5. Two sets of plots are presented for each variable. The left panel (marked closure) shows the distributions used to derive the smearing matrices for the standard unfolding methods, and train the MSGAN for the approach introduced here. The MSGAN lines here are drawn using a subset (5%) of the same samples, which was not used in training. The ratios, Reco/Gen and Reco/MSGAN will be identical if the MSGAN learned the transform perfectly.
In the right panel in each case (marked cross-closure), the same distributions are shown, but this time generated with the alternate tune, resulting in somewhat different shapes. The Bayesian and SVD unfolded lines are derived using the smearing matrices derived from the left panel, and the MSGAN line is produced using the already trained algorithm. The ratios compare the output of MSGAN with Bayesian and SVD, where values closer to unity indicate ideal unfolding performance.
In all figures, the trend followed by Reco/MSGAN eventually reflects the trend of Reco/Gen, thus indicating that MSGAN is effectively learning the detector effects encoded in mapping from reco to gen. In all cases, the MSGAN's performance in the interesting part of the distribution is seen to be as good as the standard methods. However, it falters a bit in the statistically limited tails. The reduced performance for z g and in the tail of MET distribution is probably due to its flat shape over the range of input values.
Outlook
In this work, an application of Generative Adversarial Networks is shown for unfolding detectorlevel distributions to particle-level. This is a proof-of-principle demonstration that the proposed MSGAN architecture can successfully learn to model detector effects, however we are still not at a stage where the approach can replace traditional methods perfected over many decades.
Even when the shapes of the reco and gen distributions are markedly different, the MSGAN approach performs well, especially for steeply falling distributions where standard unfolding methods are not always optimal. In this application, the generator of the MSGAN essentially learns a transfer function encoding a convolution of the detector response and the reconstruction algorithm in a bin independent way. The advantage of that is once the MSGAN generator learns the mapping for a particular variable, it can be used to unfold directly. It does not depend on the subjective criteria of number of iterations necessary in Bayesian unfolding, and it requires no reweighting of the input distributions often used. We note here, that this method is best applied in use-cases where the difference between reco and gen samples are correlated to a consistent set of detector effects.
The MSGAN, as formulated here, might face difficulty learning a transformation if the mapping is discontinuous. However, concatenating a noise vector to the standard MSGAN input would potentially allow one to mitigate this issue. An extra noise input might also help in addressing potential over-dependence on the generator and/or detector simulations in use cases where that is a concern. If necessary, the MC can also be reweighted to better describe data before the networks are trained on them.
In principle, the MSGAN framework could also be used for the simulation of detector effects by simply reversing the workflow and utilizing gen as the latent space to map to reco. This work can also be expanded by including the effect of multiple proton-proton interactions (i.e. pile-up) in distributions where it has an effect, and we provide results with the MET distribution in Fig. 5 as an example of that. This approach can also be applied to higherdimensional, analysis-specific sets of observables simultaneously, thereby allowing the GAN to learn a correlation between gen and reco as a whole, in a distribution independent way, which we leave to future work.
